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Abstract—This paper presents a proof-of-concept design of a patient monitoring solution for Intensive Care Unit (ICU). It is end-to-end standards-based, using ISO/IEEE 11073 (X73) in the bedside environment and EN13606 to communicate the information to an Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) server. At the bedside end a plug-and-play sensor network is implemented, which communicates with a gateway that collects the medical information and sends it to a monitoring server. At this point the server transforms the data frame into an EN13606 extract, to be stored on the EHR server. The presented system has been tested in a laboratory environment to demonstrate the feasibility of this end-to-end standards-based solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intensive Care Units (ICUs) have been in last decades [1]-[3] the main bedside environment of hospitals where advances in technology have implied important changes in the Medical Devices (MDs), computers and sensors at the Point of Care (PoC). These devices acquire huge amounts of very valuable information, without the need for manually writing down each measurement, contributing to solutions based on the Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) [4]-[6]. The communications within components of a patient monitoring system, and inter-system coordination become now very important in exploiting all the possibilities offered by the information gathered [7]-[9]. However, different manufacturers use their own software and communication protocols; building proprietary solutions that can only work alone or inside single-vendor equipment.

As pointed out at the EMBS06 [10], a standardized communication framework is necessary in order to solve the interoperability problem that now emerges. Two of the standards with research interest nowadays are ISO/IEEE 11073 for PoC-MDs Communications (also known as X73) [11], and EN13606 for EHR communication [12]; a brief overview can be found in [13]. X73 is a family of standards for MDs interoperability. EN13606 is the European standard for EHR aiming to provide health care services in any part of the European Union. As opposed to other standards in the domain (i.e. HL7), the standard defines the architecture of an EHR network instead of a closed hospital environment. To the best of our knowledge there is no experience where the full chain from bedside monitoring devices to EHR has been implemented using standards. Even though there have been some initiatives to combine different standards, the vision of an entire end-to-end standard system is not yet a fact.

The system presented in this paper is a proof-of-concept design to show that it is feasible to create a patient monitoring solution for ICU environments that is end-to-end standards-based. Thus, ISO/IEEE11073(X73) has been used in the bedside environment and EN13606 to communicate the information to an EHR server. The components of this system (sensors, gateway, EHR server, etc.) can be replaced individually by equivalent standards-based devices with no need of system reconfiguration. In the case of bedside monitoring devices, this interoperability is plug-and-play.

This work aims to generate know-how and implementation guidelines to be used in future developments and to detect requirements that have not been addressed up to now. Feed-back will analyze how these implementations must be adapted to follow the future coming standard changes and how the standard can be improved to better fit real-world needs, especially keeping in mind telemedicine and home monitoring scenarios.

The paper is organized as follows. First, an overview of the architecture and design of the proposed system is given in Section II. The implementation experience according to X73 and EN13606 standards is detailed in Section III. The results of the implementation are discussed in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Figure 1 shows the proposed system architecture, including the fully standards-based prototype, which is made of independent interoperable modules. The generic design consists of several X73 MDs in the PoC related to the ICU. The information collected from these devices is integrated into a gateway. These X73 gateways from each PoC (even from others X73-sensors networks) interconnect with the monitoring server to manage the e-Health service. This monitoring server can also send the acquired patient information to the EHR server according to the EN13606 standard. The specific technical characteristics of each architecture element are following detailed.
A. X73 MDs and adapters
Currently there are no 100% compliant X73 MDs. In addition to this, it is difficult to find MDs with an X73-compatible physical output noticing that only RS-232 and IrDA are included in the X73 standards at the moment. Thus, in this development, proprietary MDs have been used together with an X73-adapter which, on one hand implements the standard X73 and on the other hand, proprietary interfaces. These MDs are: OMRON 705IT (blood-pressure and pulse measurements with a USB output) and DATEX-Ohmeda 3900 (pulse oximeter with a serial-port output). This adapter includes the main X73 modules: Medical Device Data Language (MDDL), Domain Information Model (DIM), and Dynamic Model (that provides the communication model (agent-manager) from ‘Device Communication Controller’ (DCC) to ‘Bedside Communication Controller’ (BCC) for interconnection between X73 adapter and X73 gateway).

B. X73 gateway
The designed gateway is an X73 access point. It supports a network of X73-compatible MDs measuring vital signs from different patients in different locations. The data acquired from the different sensors is transmitted to the X73 gateway which provides a logic module for the Medical Data Information Base (MDIB). This module allows monitoring and alert and measurement acquisition. Thus, following the X73 nomenclature, this gateway is represented as a Medical Device System (MDS): when each MDS is either connected or disconnected (plug-and-play) the MDIB is automatically updated and a MDS is created in the object hierarchy.

C. X73/EN13606 monitoring server
The monitoring provides a double role; manager for the communications with the X73 gateways, and client for the connections to the EHR server. Thus, it may belong to the ICU, the reference hospital, or can even be used as an external management server.

As a manager for the X73 gateways, the monitoring server manages the decision making in an intelligent way through several functions: automation of the data acquisition process, technological transparency (independent of the transmission modes of the X73 gateways), definition of patterns to identify, detection and management of anomalies (alarms, failures), patient specifications (decision thresholds, operation limits), updates and evolutions, etc.

As a client for the EHR server, the monitoring server creates an EN13606 extract (from X73 data of the MDs) that is transmitted to the server in an intermediate archetype file.

D. EN13606 EHR server
The EHR server is a clinical information container that stores the databases that are associated with the EHR of each patient and updates them by incorporating the incoming information from the MDs in an EN13606 compliant format. Thus, it receives the archetype files with the EN13606 extract, validates this extract according to EN13606 standard, stores it in the appropriate EHR database, and sends back an acknowledgement to the client. This process traditionally has been studied in an isolated way as an EHR communications interoperability problem, but in this implementation experience it is integrated with the monitoring process to propose a entire end-to-end solution.
III. X73/EN13606 IMPLEMENTATION.

A. X73 implementation experience.

The complete implementation experience scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The programming framework basically consists of Java, C/C++ and Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) as a language for the exchange of messages coded with Medical Device Encoding Rules (MDER, proposed codification rules for X73).

Following a downwards process through the protocol stack, firstly, the application layer is defined by several protocols: ACSE (for association control), CMISE (for the basic services defined in VITAL) and ROSE (for the link between call requests and responses). Both ROSE and CMISE are merged into CMDISE. Secondly, the presentation layer is mainly a negotiation mechanism for the syntaxes used by higher layers: the abstract syntax to use (which set of messages are to be exchanged) is specified by MDDL, and the transfer syntax (how the messages are encoded) is described by the MDER. Thirdly, the session layer provides support to the ACSE (a simplified version). Finally, the implementation of the transport layer varies regarding TCP/IP or IrDA-cable protocol being in our case TCP/IP over RS-232 transmission. The implementation details are described as follows, step-by-step according to the message exchange among the different layers and using implementation scheme:

1) The DCC controller (agent) initiates a connection to the BCC controller (manager):

   stack->transport->t_con_req(conn);

2) The BCC receives a connection request. It begins accepting incoming events and passes the request up to the application layer. The BCC starts an association request to the DCC.

   transport_fsm::n_con_ind.
   application_l::t_con_ind()
   acse_se::assoc_req(const st_buffer & buffer)
   presentation_l::p_con_req(const st_buffer & buffer)
   session_l::s_con_req(st_packet * packet)
   transport_fsm::t_send_req(st_packet * packet)

3) The DCC receives an association request and sends a confirmative answer:

   transport_fsm::buffer_received
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   session_l::t_data
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   session_l::s_CN()
   presentation_l::s_con_ind
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   acse_se::p_con_ind
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   application_l::assoc_ind
   (const st_buffer & buffer, &outbuffer)

4) The BCC receives the association confirmation:

   transport_fsm::buffer_received
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   session_l::t_data
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   session_l::s_AC()
   presentation_l::s_con_cnf
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   acse_se::p_con_cnf
   (const st_buffer & buffer)
   application_l::assoc_cnf
   (const st_buffer & buffer)

5) The connection procedure finishes. Now the entities exchange messages in conformance with the ROSE/CMIP protocol and ruled by the selected application profile (baseline or polling mode).
B. EN13606 EHR server implementation.

The proposed implementation experience is completed with the process of storing medical device information in the EHR server, fulfilling EN13606 standard. The client/server architecture has been implemented with middleware technologies, based on Web Services (WS). The employed tools are Apache Axis (open source), the Servlets/JSPs container Apache Tomcat, eXtensible Style sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) and making the call to the WS to store this information in the EHR. On the server side, a WS has been implemented. Its functionality is to receive the XML extract, in EN13606 format, sent by the client and to validate it, using XML Schemes. Once the XML extract is validated, an acknowledgement will be sent to the client. If it was successful, the extract will be stored in the EHR Server database.

On the client side, a Java application has been developed. Its function is to read the MD data which is stored in an intermediate archetype file (XML document), by giving the EN13606 standard format using eXtensible Style sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) and making the call to the WS to store this information in the EHR. The proposed implementation experience is completed with the process of storing medical device information in the EHR server, fulfilling EN13606 standard. The client/server architecture has been implemented with middleware technologies, based on Web Services (WS). The employed tools are Apache Axis (open source), the Servlets/JSPs container Apache Tomcat, eXtensible Style sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) and making the call to the WS to store this information in the EHR. On the server side, a WS has been implemented. Its functionality is to receive the XML extract, in EN13606 format, sent by the client and to validate it, using XML Schemes. Once the XML extract is validated, an acknowledgement will be sent to the client. If it was successful, the extract will be stored in the EHR Server database.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The adoption of a complete standard end-to-end solution for patient monitoring inside hospitals can be extremely useful for the integration and interoperability of the huge amounts of vital data collected every day, making a more efficient use of such information, allowing it to be shared among professionals, giving more facilities for the mobility of patients within the hospitals, reducing costs and increasing usability for patients, health care professionals and manufacturers.

From this implementation experience it was seen that X73 implementation is feasible and the standard documents are reasonably understandable, however, some guidelines could be of great help for developers that want to apply standards to a specific system. In this case, and without previous experience, the implementation of the two standards in the whole system took no more than 3 months and it was performed by a group of 5 software/hardware developers following the advice of the rest of the research group.

Some parts of the X73 standard are still subject to changes, and some layers are being adapted to improve its performance with different types of transmission technologies. The EN13606 standard is also evolving and changes in the domain information model are expected.

Home telemonitoring has experienced an important growth in the past years, and nowadays it has proved its efficiency as a follow-up option in scenarios such as chronic disease management, home hospitalization, follow-up after ambulatory surgery, and elderly patients' care. Mobile telehealth solutions are expanding the limits of telemonitoring, allowing patient follow up while they carry out the activities of their daily living. The work presented in this paper can be adapted for the implementation and design of a standard end-to-end solution for medical device communications in home and ambulatory environments, having an important impact in this promising market. Standards-based telemonitoring devices are critical for the e-Health sector, as they can foster competitiveness between manufacturers and help service providers in a definitive adoption of telemedicine.
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